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PRODUCT
SPECIFICATION

Product Name

Construction

Pile Material

Pile Weigh

Pile Height

Backing Type

Tile Size

Tiles Per Carton

Rainbox CT

Tufted loop pile

100% BCF Solution Dyed Synthetic Fiber

22 oz +/- 2 oz

5 mm +/- 1 mm

PVC with Fiberglass Reinforcement

50cm x 50cm

20 pcs

RB631 - BROWN RB638 - BLACK

RB635 - DARK 
GREEN

RB636 - PEACOCK 
BLUE
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RB638 - BLACK
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RB635 - DARK GREEN

RB636 - PEACOCK BLUE



RAINBOX

Brick Quarter Turn Random

Recommended  Laying Pattern:

Maintenance
Vacuum cleaning on regular basis. Spot clean with approved carpet cleaner. 
We recommend performing a minor test of any cleaning solution on a hidden area or 
apply it to the sponge or any other before applying directly on carpet tile.
Any spots or oil based need to be remove quickly as it’s difficult to remove afterward.

Important Note
All specifications are subject to normal manufacturing tolerance. 
Chair pads for office uses are recommended with roller coasters or if any to maintain 
appearance retention.
Dye lot variation is common for carpet tiles, please get same dye lot in each project.  
Product shade or quality may vary slightly due to lot variation which is common in 
carpet tiles. 
Shading is the result of pile direction change often referred to as water marking, this 
is an inherent characteristic, therefore does not constitute a manufacturing defects.
Pattern tiles may require special attention by the installer to assure perfect match on 
the floor. 
One of the big advantage of carpet tiles is that the damaged tiles can be easily 
replaced without any hassle. When replacing tiles, take note that a brand-new tile will 
look different tone or shade to surrounding tiles.

Fireproof Green NO
delamination

Ultraviolet
resistance

Antistatic Reduced
flammability

Wear
resistance

Environmental
Friendly
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